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Abstract— Accurate localisation of crop remains highly chal-
lenging in unstructured environments such as farms. Many of
the developed systems still rely on the use of hand selected
features for crop identification and often neglect the estimation
of crop quantity and quality, which is key to assigning labor
during farming processes. To alleviate these limitations we
present a robotic vision system that can accurately estimate
the quantity and quality of sweet pepper (Capsicum annuum
L), a key horticultural crop. This system consists of three parts:
detection, quality estimation, and tracking. Efficient detection
is achieved using the FasterRCNN framework. Quality is then
estimated in the same framework by learning a parallel layer
which we show experimentally results in superior performance
than treating quality as extra classes in the traditional Faster-
RCNN framework. Evaluation of these two techniques outlines
the improved performance of the parallel layer, where we
achieve an F1 score of 77.3 for the parallel technique yet only
72.5 for the best scoring (red) of the multi-class implementation.
To track the crop we present a tracking via detection approach,
which uses the FasterRCNN with parallel layers, that is also
a vision-only solution. This approach is cheap to implement as
it only requires a camera and in experiments across 2 days
we show that our proposed system can accurately estimate the
number of sweet pepper present, within 4.1% of the ground
truth.
I. INTRODUCTION
Agricultural robotics are rapidly gaining interest as shown
by the advent of weed management robots such as Ag-
Bot II [1] and harvesting platforms such as Harvey [2],
see Figure 1. Robotic vision algorithms that allow these
platforms to understand the diverse environments in which
they operate are key for the operation of these robots.
Harvesting robots, such as Harvey, detect and segment fruit
in complicated scenes which often include high levels of
occlusion. Furthermore, the foliage in the scene can share
similar colours to the fruit being detected (green on green).
Such problems, require advanced robotic vision techniques to
deal with these challenging and unstructured environments.
Several researchers have explored the issue of crop detec-
tion, predominantly using traditional approaches. Nuske et
al. [3] proposed a grape detection system based on a radial
symmetry transform and used the predicted number of grapes
to then accurately estimate the yield. Conditional random
fields were used by Hung et al. [4] to perform almond
segmentation and then by McCool et al. [5] to perform sweet
pepper segmentation and detection. All these approaches
relied on hand-crafted features to perform crop detection or
segmentation.
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Figure 1: Autonomous Sweet Pepper Harvesting Robot in a Protected Cropping System.
After detecting and segmenting the crop in the resulting point cloud, an accurate location and orientation of
each crop s estimated by fitting a parametric model. The estimated model is then used by a robot motion
planning an control algorithm to command the motion and action of a novel multi-modal end-e↵ector tool.
The design of the harvesting tool uses a suction cup to first grip the crop, then an oscillating blade to cut
the crop from the plant. A novel decoupling mechanism enables the gripping and cutting operations to be
performed serially with independently chosen trajectories. This combination of robotic-vision techniques
and crop manipulation tools are key enabling factors for the harvesting of these crops.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. A review of current state of the art methods for
autonomous harvesting of horticultural crops is presented in Section 2. The design of the autonomous
harvesting platform is then presented in Section 3, outlining the harvesting environment, platform and
design of the multi-modal end-e↵ector tool. The methods for perception and planning are then presented in
Section 4, outlining our novel techniques for detection and 3D localisation of sweet peppers. Results of three
experiments are presented in Section 5, presenting the performance of our detection and 3D crop localisation
methods. The last experiment presents the results for our end-to-end autonomous harvesting system in a
real protected cropping environment. Section 6 discusses key challenges and future work for improving the
performance of autonomous harvesting systems for horticulture.
2 Literature
Although the literature contains examples of various robots which are shown to be capable of autonomous
harvesting under certain environment conditions and crops, (e.g. sweet peppers (Hemming et al., 2014a;
Bontsema et al., 2014), cucumbers (van Henten and Hemming, 2002), citrus (Mehta and Burks, 2014),
strawberries (Hayashi et al., 2010) and apples (Bulanon and Kataoka, 2010b; De-An et al., 2011)) using
these robots for horticulture is still very limited in the commercial domain due to multiple factors (Bac et al.,
2014). These factors include the complexity of agricultural environments and the varying configuration of
crops within it (poses, sizes, shapes and colours). Added to that is the highly occluded nature of the scene
combined with the requirements of high e ciency, accuracy, and robustness of the manipulation process.
These factors are the subject of a great attention in the literature recently and can be divided into two
categories: perception and manipulation.
Fig. 1. Top is an image of Harvey in a protected cropping environment
and bottom is a close up view of Harvey as it harvests fruit (sweet pepper).
More recently, Sa et al. [6] proposed the DeepFruits ap-
proach which employs a deep learning approach to accurately
detect fruit. Sa et al. explored the use of the Faster RCNN
framework [7] (FRCNN) for fruit detection and achieved
impressive results. Furthermore, they demonstrated that such
an approach could be rapidly trained and deployed. However,
an aspect they did not consider was the potential for the
system to perform not only fruit detection but also quality
estimation.
Quantity and quality of fruit in a field are two key factors
for determining when to harvest. If the farmer knows there
is sufficient fruit (quantity) of sufficient quality then they
can allocate the workforce to harvest. This is different from
yield estimation, such as the system proposed by Nuske et al.,
as it requires the system to accurately estimate the number
and quality of fruit present. It has implications, ot only for
the farmer knowing when to deploy their labour but also for
enabling automated systems, such as Harvey, to pick the most
appropriate fruit, and to avoid significant losses of harvesting
fruit too early.
Inspired by DeepFruits, we present a system to perform in-
field assessment of fruit quantity and quality. Two advances
are critical to this. First, we extend the system to jointly
detect the presence of a crop and estimate its quality. To
enable this we consider two network architectures that treat
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joint detection and quality estimation as (i) a multi-class
detection problem or (ii) parallel tasks (layers). Second, we
integrate tracking into the vision system to ensure that each
fruit is only counted once. To do this we employ a tracking-
via-detection approach, this allows us to use just the video
stream to effectively and accurately track the crop through a
sequence.
II. RELATED WORK
Several researchers have considered the issue of crop
detection, with one of the earliest approaches being for
grapes. Nuske et al. [3], [8] presented one of the earliest
crop detection systems which was also used to estimate yield.
Their system was developed to detect grapes using a radial
symmetry transform. The detected grapes were then used
to perform accurate yield estimation. A limitation of their
system was that they could not detect partially occluded
grapes (crops). However, as they were performing yield
estimation and not accurate crop detection they were able
to cope with this limitation.
Wang et al. [9] developed an apple detection system so
that they could then predict the yield. Their detection system
was based on the colour of the fruit as well as its distinctive
specular reflection pattern. Additional information, including
the average size of apples, was used to either split regions or
remove erroneous detections. A further heuristic employed,
was to accept as detections only those regions which were
considered mostly round. The detection result was then
correlated to estimate the final yield.
Hung et al. [4] proposed an almond segmentation approach
in order to perform yield estimation. They first learnt features
using a sparse auto-encoder which were then used within
a conditional random field. They achieved impressive seg-
mentation performance but noted that occlusion presented a
major challenge and did not perform object detection.
McCool et al. [5] proposed a sweet pepper segmentation
and detection approach. They extracted a set of features
including local binary pattern features [10], histogram of
gradients [11], HSV colour and sparse auto-encoder features
(similar to Hung et al.). These were then used as the feature
vector within a conditional random field to obtain a per-pixel
segmentation. This approach achieved impressive results
similar to that of humans on the same imagery, however,
its detection performance was superseded by DeepFruits.
Recently, the DeepFruits approach was proposed by Sa
et al. [6]. This approach employs the Faster RCNN (FR-
CNN) [7] object detection framework which uses deep neural
networks to jointly perform region proposal and classification
of the proposed regions. Sa et al. achieved impressive results
applying this technique to multiple crops and demonstrated
that such an approach could be rapidly trained and deployed.
An aspect not considered by Sa et al. was the potential
for this system to perform not only fruit detection but also
quality estimation.
III. METHODS
We propose a system which locates, tracks and estimates
the quality and quantity of fruit in the field. The proposed
approach consists of two sub-systems, a detection and quality
estimation sub-system and a tracking sub-system. The detec-
tion and quality estimation sub-system takes inspiration from
the DeepFruit [6] technique, but proposes a new network
which jointly learns detection and quality estimation. The
tracking sub-system which calculates the quantity of fruit
available for harvesting employs a tracing via detection ap-
proach. Tracking via detection provides a simple framework
to count the number of fruit (sweet pepper) that can be
deployed using off-the-shelf cameras, without the need for
inertia or odometry information.
A. Detection and Quality Estimation
We build on the DeepFruits approach and propose two new
frameworks to jointly consider both detection and quality
estimation. The first approach is to pose the problem as a
mulit-class problem where each quality is its own class that
has to be detected, referred to as MultiClass-FRCNN. The
second approach poses the problem as two parallel layers
(Parallel-FRCNN), one layer to perform detection and a
second layer to perform quality estimation. More details for
the two approaches are given below.
We use a version of the FasterRCNN network imple-
mented in TensorFlow [12], for both of our proposals. The
FasterRCNN is a region proposal network which also outputs
scores which represent the presence of desired objects or a
background class. The network is constructed with multiple
convolutional layers and finalised with fully connected layers
to aggregate the filter scores.
1) MultiClass-FRCNN: detection and quality estimation
via multiple object classes: Given N quality values for the
fruit we pose the detection problem as consisting of N + 1
classes. One class is for the negative class, or background
(bg), and the remaining N are positive classes, one for each
of the quality values. An illustration of this classification
layer can be seen in Figure 2 (a).
This is the simplest way to extend the DeepFruits frame-
work to also provide quality information. In this formulation,
each sample (positive or negative) provides a gradient from
the cross-entropy loss. A downside for this approach is that
if the number of samples for a class (quality) is not balanced
then learning to jointly classify and estimate the quality will
likely be difficult.
2) Parallel-FRCNN: detection and quality estimation via
parallel layers: In this approach, two parallel layers are
introduced at the classification stage as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2 (b). One layer is the traditional D + 1 class layer
which differentiates the fruit, or foreground (fg), from the
background; there are D = 1 object classes (sweet pepper
only in this case). The second parallel layer is the quality
estimation layer where the classes are the N qualities of the
fruit in question. This layer is considered to be inactive if
there is no sweet pepper (fg) present.
In terms of the backpropogated error, the detection layer
always provides a loss Ld, which is the cross-entropy loss.
The quality layer also provides a cross-entropy loss, Lq , but
only if the region in question contains the crop. The total
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. In (a) is the the network structure for MultiClass-FRCNN where there are N classes representing the fruit of a particular quality and one more
class for the background (bg). In (b) is the network structure for Parallel-FRCNN where we highlight that the base network and region proposal is the
same as before, however, instead of a single classification layer there are two parallel classification layers.
loss is the sum of these two losses,
Ltot. = Ld + Lq. (1)
At test time, the quality layer is only evaluated if the region
is considered to contain a fruit.
B. Tracking via Detection
To ensure that we only count fruit once we track the
detected fruit from the scene. For this, we propose to use
a tracking via detection approach which uses the detections,
and quality estimates, provided by either the detection and
quality estimation sub-system. By using the previous sub-
system, this becomes a lightweight sub-system that simply
has to resolve the new detections with the active tracks.
Furthermore, as it is a vision-only system it can be deployed
with cheap off-the-shelf cameras such as the Intel RealSense.
Our proposed tracking via detection approach is a two-
stage technique. The initial frame in each image run is taken
as the initialisation frame and all detected fruit within that
frame are treated as unique fruit and stored as known fruit as
an active track. From this point forward tracks will be used
to describe the stored fruit that are being tracked and have
been initialised as such, the m-th track is referred to as Tm.
After the initialisation stage each new frame undergoes the
following procedure:
1) The new detections are compared with the active tracks
by calculating their intersection over union (IoU),
Equation 5.
2) The new detections that aren’t associated with an active
track are evaluated for relevance as a new fruit track
by:
a) the IoU threshold, γmerge, between the detection
and the active tracks to determine if the detection
should be considered a new track and
b) the boundary threshold, γbndry, between the de-
tection and the active tracks to determine if the
detection should be considered a new track based
on Equation 2.
These stages are described in more detail below.
In stage (1) the new detections for the f -th frame[
Df,1, . . . , Df,Kf
]
are compared with the M active tracks
[T1, . . . , TM ]. The IoU between all M active tracks and all
Kf new detections is calculated and the highest matching
pair, Tm and Df,k, is then considered. If the The IoU
between Tm and Df,k is greater than a threshold, γdt, then
Df,k is considered to be aligned with Tm. Therefore, the
position of Tm is updated with the position Dk and the track
is considered to still be active. The detection Dk and active
track Tm are both removed from further consideration. The
process for stage (1) is repeated until there are no more tracks
or detections to consider or when the best matching IoU is
less than γdt. If a track is not considered active for three
frames then it is set to inactive and removed from the list of
active tracks.
In stage (2) the remaining J detections [Df,1, . . . , Df,J ]
are considered as candidates to create a new track. However,
we need to resolve if the detection should be considered
as a new track. First, the detections are compared to the
active tracks and their IoU is measured. If this IoU is above
a threshold, γmerge, the detection is removed form further
consideration. Second, the detections are compared to the
active tracks and their boundary measure, Sbndry (Tm, Dj)
is calculated (see Equation 2). This boundary measure allows
us to deal with cases where a small new detection is almost
entirely contained within a current track, which would not
be detected by the IoU. Therefore, if the boundary measure
is greater than a threshold, γbndry, the detection is removed
from further consideration. Once stage (2) has been com-
pleted for all detections, the remaining detections are used
to initialise new tracks.
The boundary measure is used to cope with cases that the
IoU is unable to resolve. An example of this would be when
a new small detection is almost completely contained within
a large active track. In this case, the IoU value on its own is
insufficient and a new measure is required. To deal with these
cases we introduce the boundary measure which calculates
how much of the j-th detection, Dj is contained within the
m-th track,
Sbndry (Tm, Dj) =
Area (Tm ∩Dj)
Area (Dj)
. (2)
This two-stage process allows us to update active tracks
while also allowing for the addition of new tracks based
on the detections. For each track we store the following
information: location (x, y locations and size of the bounding
box), logit score (of the capsicum class), quality detection
(based on the maximum logit colour), initialisation frame
(the frame in which the track was started), and detection (if
the capsicum is detected in each of the frames). Once a track
is considered to be inactive the quality of the fruit is taken
to be the most frequently occurring quality detection.
With the knowledge that the robot will be moving in
one direction when employed in the field, we utilise this
knowledge to introduce a final set of assumptions to further
constrain the problem. As such, we are able to define two
regions that are referred to as the start and stop zones,
see Figure 3. The start zone, Zstart, is a zone where we
ignore new detections so that we can avoid having partial
views of objects instantiate new tracks. Using partial views
to start a new track is problematic as the initial bounding
box region will often be considerably smaller than later
ones, see Figure 4. This is difficult to resolve in a tracking
via detection framework. The stop zone, Zstop, is used to
remove detections (and consequently tracks) from further
consideration before they reach the edge of the image. Again
this helps to avoid the partial view problem.
Fig. 3. Example image of the start and stop zones used for tracking the
objects as the objects in the image move from the right hand side to the
left hand side. If the camera is moving in the opposite direction then the
start and stop zones are switched.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4. Example images highlighting the difficulty in adding a detected
crop whose partial presence is detected. In (a) the crop in the middle right
is detected based on only a partial view. The crop becomes more visible in
(b) and is fully visible in (c).
IV. EVALUATION DATA AND PROTOCOL
We evaluate the proposed system on sweet pepper images
obtained from a commercial farm. Below we describe the
data that was acquired, the performance measures that we
use and the data splits that were used to train and evaluate
the two sub-systems.
A. Data Acquisition
The data was acquired using an Intel RealSense SR300
with the sweet peppers (Capsicum annuum L) grown in a
commercial protective cropping structure located in Giru,
North Queensland, see Figure 5 (a). This structure consists of
a double-bay tunnel (12-m wide x 50-m long) with an arched
roof (centre height: 4 m) and vertical sidewalls (height: 2.5
m). The roof was covered with white Polyweave reinforced
polyethylene film. The sweet pepper, Red Jet cultivar which
is a blocky fruit and red when mature, were grown in a
soilless media production system aligned as a single row
following practices reported in Jovicich et al. [13]. The crop
was arranged with plants distanced every 0.25 m and aligned
in rows separated 1.45 m from each other.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5. Location of the data capture (a) is an image of protected cropping
environment where the imagery of the crop (sweet pepper) was acquired.
Example crop images are in (b) which present the green, red and mixed
colour sweet peppers.
Images of the sweet pepper at varying stages of maturity
were taken. The data acquisition was timed just prior to
harvesting so there is a bias for large mature fruit. However,
there were still images of both greed, mixed colour and red
sweet pepper as can be seen in Figure 5 (b).
The data was acquired over three days (Tuesday, Wednes-
day and Thursday) and across multiple rows with leaves
removed on the final day to facilitate harvesting. Figure 6
(a) is an example of the crop prior to removing the leaves
and Figure 6 (b) is an example of the crop after the leaves
have been removed. The difference between data acquired
on Tuesday and Wednesday was minimal as no leaves were
removed during this time.
B. Evaluation Measures
Evaluation of our systems was performed using precision-
recall curves summarised by the F1 score. For a given
threshold precision (P) and recall (R) are calculated as,
P =
TP
TP + FP
, R =
TP
TP + FN
, (3)
where TP is the number of true positives (correct detections),
FP is the number of false positives (false detections), FN is
the number of false negatives (miss detections), and TN is the
number of true negatives (correct rejections). The threshold
chosen to calculate the F1 score is the point at which the
precision equals the recall,
F1 = 2× P · RP + R . (4)
We perform this analysis for varying levels of IoU for the
detections. This allows us to understand the tradeoff between
how accurate the detections are and how many fruit we miss
by enforcing the requirement to have a high IoU,
IoU =
A ∩B
A ∪B . (5)
where, in this case, A is the groundtruth region of the fruit
and B is the detected region of the fruit.
C. Data Splits
To train the detection and quality estimation sub-system
we define a train and eval set. The train set consists of data
from each of the three days, using only images captured from
row 1. The eval set consists of data from each of the three
(a) (b)
Fig. 6. In (a) is an image of the crop prior to leaves being removed and
then (b) with the leaves removed.
days but only from row 3. For both the train and eval sets,
images are randomly selected for annotation. This provided
a range of fruit quality and density being included from
the three days. Annotation, which includes bounding boxes
and quality (green, mixed, and red) type, was completed
by a single operator with checks for ambiguity from other
operators.
To train the parameters of the tracking sub-system a
train and eval set was taken from 2 days (Wednesday and
Thursday) of data from row 3; the data from Tuesday was
not used due to its similarity to Wednesday. The train set
from a sub-region of the row 3 data from Thursday, for
row 3 there were 4 sub-regions. The remaining sub-regions
from Thursday and all of the sub-regions from Wednesday
were used as the eval set. Finally, to better understand
the limitations of our system we included another area of
the crop, across 2 days (Wednesday and Thursday), which
contained juvenile plants.
V. RESULTS
We present results for two sets of experiments. First,
we present results for the detection and quality estimation
sub-system. Second, using the best detection and quality
estimation sub-system, we then evaluate the tracking sub-
system. In our work we use up to N = 3 quality values
for green (immature), mixed (green turning to red) and red
(ripe) sweet pepper.
A. Experiment I: joint detection and quality estimation
Two approaches for joint detection and quality estimation
are considered. The first approach is to extend the number of
classes so that each quality value has its own unique class,
referred to as MultiClass-RCNN. The second approach is to
have two parallel classification layers, referred to as Parallel-
RCNN, one to determine if the bounding box corresponds to
a fruit and one to determine the quality of the fruit in the
bounding box.
The detection performance of the MultiClass-RCNN is
class dependent. This can be seen in Figure 7 where the
TABLE I
THE CONFUSION MATRIX FOR CLASSIFYING THE QUALITY VIA
OVERALL COLOUR OF THE CROP, IOU=0.4
Green Mixed Red
Green 94.0% 4.8% 1.2%
Mixed 13.6% 62.7% 23.7%
Red 0.7% 9.8% 89.5%
performance of the 3 classes varies considerably, with the
mixed class having the lowest performance with an F1 score
of 46.9 at an IoU of 0.41. Detection of green and red fruit
is considerably higher with F1 = 68.3 and F1 = 72.5
respectively, at IoU = 0.4.
Analysis of the poor performance of the MultiClass-RCNN
system in detecting the mixed fruit can be attributed to the
limited training data for this class. From 152 images, both
green and red fruit have a large number of training samples
with 253 and 636 respectively. By comparison, the mixed
fruit has just 69 training samples. The testing sample sizes
remain consistent in distribution with the training samples,
where in 133 images we aim to classify 296 green, 508 red,
and only 68 mixed fruit. We believe that the disparity in
these training sample sizes results in a poor classifier being
trained to detect the mixed fruit. By contrast, the technique
employed in the Parallel-RCNN provides a mechanism to
nullify this problem.
The detection performance of the Parallel-RCNN for any
fruit (green, mixed or red) is superior to the best performing
class for MultiClass-RCNN. At IoU=0.4 the Parallel-RCNN
has an F1 = 77.3 for detecting any fruit, this is superior
to the F1 = 72.5 for the best performing class (red) of
the MultiClass-RCNN. The full results for this system are
outlined in Figure 8, where the superior performance of the
Parallel-RCNN technique is evident at all IoU values.
The quality estimation performance (green, mixed, red) of
the Parallel-RCNN is summarised by the confusion matrix
in Table I. On average, the quality performance of the
system is 82.1%. As the highest performing quality factor,
green fruit achieves an accuracy of 94.0%, also performing
strongly the red fruit is correctly classified 89.5% of the
time. However, the performance of the mixed (green turning
to red) fruit is considerably lower at 62.7% which is most
often confused with the red fruit, 23.7% of the time. This
highlights the challenge of correctly classifying the mixed
fruit from images collected in the field.
B. Experiment II: tracking-via-detection
The tracking via detection sub-system takes the detection
and quality proposal from the Parallel-RCNN sub-system.
Formulating the approach in this manner allows for the
aggregation of the number, and quality, of the fruit in the
field. After empirical evaluation, for our experiments we set
the size of the start and stop zones to Zstart = 0.2 and
Zstop = 0.15 respectively. The parameters of the tracker
1An IoU of 0.4 was chosen as it provided high accuracy and good quality
bounding box detections.
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Fig. 7. Precision-recall curves for the MultiClass-RCNN approach for (a)
green, (b) mixed and (c) red fruit.
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Fig. 8. Precision recall scores of the parallel class classifier against varying
levels of IOU threshold. Scores are only considered if the capsicum class
logit score is returned as the highest score (i.e. if background returns a
higher logit score the regions is disregarded).
(γdt, γmerge and γboundary) were optimised on its associated
train set, see Section IV-C. The optimal values for each
of these was found to be γdt = 0.3, γmerge = 0.4 and
γboundary = 0.5. Using these parameters we then evaluated
the performance of the tracker on the eval set.
The performance of the tracking system was evaluated
over two days (Wednesday and Thursday). Table II presents
a summary of these results and demonstrates the potential
of this approach. Across the two days the system is able to
predict the total number of fruit to within 4.1% of the ground
truth (GT). For Wednesday and Thursday the system is able
to predict the total number of fruit to within 11.8% and
4.9% of the ground truth (GT) respectively. We attribute the
lower performance on Wednesday to the more challenging
conditions provided by the presence of the foliage.
TABLE II
TRACKING RESULTS FOR WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY.
Day Green Mixed Red Total
Thursday (Estimated) 95 17 103 215
Thursday (GT) 84 15 106 205
Wednesday (Estimated) 64 21 123 209
Wednesday (GT) 95 19 124 237
Combined (Estimated) 159 38 227 424
Combined (GT) 179 34 229 442
Combined Percent Error 11.2% 11.8% 0.9% 4.1%
Further examination of the performance for fruit quality
indicates that the system is accurate. Across the two days
the system estimates the number of red, green and mixed
crop within 0.9%, 11.2% and 11.8% respectively. The main
errors for the estimate of green fruit occurs on Wednesday
where 64 fruit are found out of the 95 which are present.
We partially attribute this issue to the dense foliage present
for Wednesday. Finally, to better understand the limits of
the system we apply it to another section of the crop which
contains only green fruit.
In Table III we present the performance of the tracking
system for green fruit which is a mixture of juvenile and
larger fruit. It can be seen that the performance for this area
of the crop is considerably lower than for the larger fruit. This
low performance occurs because the detector is not detecting
the juvenile fruit, for which it was not trained for. We also
note that the system correctly identified that there were no
mixed or red colour fruit present, further highlighting the
robustness of the system.
TABLE III
TRACKING RESULTS FOR THURSDAY (SEC. 5) AND WEDNESDAY (SEC.
5) FOR JUVENILE SWEET PEPPER.
Day Green Mixed Red Total
Thursday (Estimated) 29 0 0 29
Thursday (GT) 44 0 0 44
Wednesday (Estimated) 22 0 0 22
Wednesday (GT) 43 0 0 43
Combined (Estimated) 51 0 0 51
Combined (GT) 87 0 0 87
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a vision-only system that can accu-
rately estimate the quantity and quality of sweet pepper, a
key horticultural crop. Empirically, we have demonstrated
that joint detection and quality estimation can be performed
using a Parallel-RFCNN structure. Such an approach can
accurately detect fruit with F1 = 77.3, at an IoU = 0.4, and
can accurately estimate its quality with an average accuracy
of 82.1%.
A tracking via detection system is then employed to
accurately count the fruit present in the field. This tracking
approach is a vision-only solution and as such is cheap to
implement as it only requires a camera. In experiments across
2 days we show that our proposed system can accurately
estimate the number of sweet pepper present to within 4.1%
of the ground truth.
One limitation witnessed in the tracking system was the
reliance on the accuracy of the detection technique. For
instance, our detection system is trained to detect crop as
they near maturity. We show that when this is applied to
early stage fruit, which are visually very small, this leads
to errors in the estimate of the number of fruit present. In
this specific case the technique was able to predicting the
presence of 57 out of the 87 sweet pepper present in the
field.
Despite experiencing limitations within the proposal, we
present a new technique to the horticulture field which is
able to accurately calculate the quality and quantity of sweet
peppers in the field. Our proposed approach has shown con-
siderable ability across various conditions caused by image
quality, variable lighting, foliage presence, and juvenile fruit.
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